County-level Algorithmic Audit of Racial Bias in Twitter’s Home Timeline
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Research question:
Research question
Is the racial composition of a US county associated with higher or lower visibility on Twitter’s Home Timeline?
Methodology

Important!

Limitations

● Divide users into promoted and demoted, based on their
normalized impressions, i.e.
normalized_impressions = total_unique_impressions / ((1 +
total_tweets_produced) × (1 + num_followers))
● Assign each user to a US county (or county equivalent)
● In each county, study the relationship between racial
composition and share of promoted users

● Unit of analysis is County, not users
● More research is needed to understand if
eﬀects translate to users
● Diﬀerent counties have diﬀerent usage
patterns
● The best way to analyze for bias based on a
characteristic is to have that information but
best way to ensure appropriate use is to never
collect that data at all.
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Analysis 1: Eﬀect of racial composition on ampliﬁcation
Fit a least squares linear regression model
𝑌 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑋,
𝑋 = fraction of the county’s population in the
given racial group
𝑌 = share of ampliﬁed users in the county
Unit of analysis: county (i.e. each data point
corresponds to one county).

Results

𝛽 as an observational measure of bias. A positive
coeﬃcient indicates that fractional
size of the group within a county is associated
with a higher share of ampliﬁed users. A negative
coeﬃcient indicates the opposite.

Analysis 2: Distribution of ampliﬁed users by county
Divide the counties into two separate set:
counties above and below the median of each
racial group.
We then consider the histograms of the fraction of
ampliﬁed users for each of the two cohorts.
The diﬀerence between the two histograms is
another indicator that racial composition of a
county is associated with ampliﬁcation.

Results

User assignment to a county
Data loss
Level of granularity
Disparities between user base and Census population
Deﬁnition of Race
Ampliﬁcation from other product surfaces

